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2.1 Experience
You’re going to gain experience during the game. Once you’ve gained enough 
experience, you level up and, consequently, increase your attributes and learn 
new Engrams. 

You gain experience for every action you carry out in ARK:

 � Over time, you automatically gain experience (when in-game, of course)

 � Harvesting and gathering resources

 � Crafting items

 � Killing enemies

 � Taming and breeding creatures

 � Gathering explorer notes

 � Actions of tribe members in proximity (you receive 50% of their experience)

Actually, you don‘t need to carry out specific actions to gain experience. Simply 
gather, hunt, and build like normal, and you’ll level up accordingly. 

The higher the level of the item you’re crafting or the more expensive it is to craft, 
or the more dangerous the enemies, the more experience you gain.  

Try to join a tribe as quickly as possible and play with or around other tribe 
members. As a result, you gain 50% of the experience they gain. 

Collecting explorer notes (usually found in ruins or caves) doubles your gain in 
experience for the next 10 minutes. Therefore, use these 10 minutes to gain as 
much experience as possible.

An explorer note can only be collected once.
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2.2 Attributes

Overview 
Each character has 11 attri-
butes and a few other addi-
tional values that determine its 
survival. Pull up the inventory 
to get a full overview of your 
character‘s most important val-
ues in the center of the screen.

As soon as you‘ve gained 
enough experience, you lev-
el up and, consequently, can 
increase one out of ten attri-
butes. In order to do so, click 
on the plus icon next to the at-
tribute. Each attribute has the 
following individual effect on 
the game: 

Health:
affects your current life value. 
The higher it is, the longer you 
can keep up a fight.

Stamina:
the higher the value, the more 
actions you can perform with-
out getting exhausted (e.g. 
running, fighting, farming).

Oxygen: 
the higher the value, the lon-
ger you can stay under water 
without drowning.
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Tek Age
Approx. level 85 - 100   
Activities: defeating bosses, gathering Elements, building bases underwater; Tek cave and 
ascension.

Crafting Stations Important Resources Tools & Weapons

Tek Replicator Element Tek Rifle

Black Pearls

Armors
In order to protect yourself from dangers of the island, you should wear appropriate 
armor:

Cloth Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

3 5 items - in total

crafted in your 
inventory

145 fiber

10 hide

The first armor in the game. 
Better than nothing and pro-
vides moderate protection 
against heat & cold.

Hide Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

15 5 items - in total

crafted in your 
inventory

33 fiber

82 hide

Better armor than cloth. 
Protection against cold. Neg-
ative values for hyperthermic 
insulation.

Chitin Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

37 5 items - in total

crafted on the 
workbench

18 fiber

40 hide

82 chitin

Good armor protection 
but expensive regarding 
resources. Slight hypothermic 
insulation and negative heat 
protection values.
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Flak Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

56 5 items - in total

crafted on the 
workbench

18 fiber

40 hide

53 metal i.

Best-value armor. Slight hypo-
thermic insulation, negative 
heat protection values.

Riot Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

98 5 items - in total

made in the 
fabricator

3 fiber 
7 hide 
35 crystal 
50 polymer 
25 silica p.

Very good protection, slightly 
better than flak armor. Best 
protection against torpor. Quite 
expensive. Moderate cold and 
negative heat protection.

Ghillie Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

33 5 items - in total

crafted in your 
inventory

18 fiber
40 hide
26 org. 
polymer

Provides camouflage: +50% 
visibility range. Good heat 
protection and slight hypo-
thermic insulation.

Fur Armor

Lvl Set Resources Description

23 5 items - in total

crafted on the 
workbench

18 fiber 
40 hide 
53 metal i. 
320 Pelz

Armor for cold areas. Very 
good hyperthermic insulation, 
very negative heat protection.

Heavy Miner‘s Helmet

Lvl Set Resources Description

65 1 item - head 
in fabricator 

30 electronics 
20 metal ingots

8 fiber 
15 hide 
30 crystal 
14 polymer

The helmet for exploring 
caves. Built-in headlight. Very 
good protection.
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Alternate building:

Linear building:

With this size (3 exterior foundations; ensuing from the middle), the coverage of 
both structures is still identical. As soon as the surface is expanded externally, the 
coverage of the linear building looks more asymmetrical. 
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To make it more clear, you can see the coverage of the linear building type here:

 

Flexible Power Lines and Water Pipes
Reinforced water hoses, formable metal pipes, and flexible power lines give you 
the possibility to lay the pipes and wirings suited to your requirements.

In former versions of the game, for example, you had to lay the pipes in one piece 
and from one end to the other since flexible adjustment wasn’t possible. Addi-
tionally, the player only had branch lines at an 90° angle available.

Now, you can use flexible parts to connect several cables or pipes that run to-
wards each other diagonally:  
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Helena Walker
Helena comes from our time, she’s a biologist, and probably Australian. She‘s also 
the author of all dinosaur dossiers and explores the general life in the ARK. She 
figured out how to open the Tek Cave. Most of the time, she accompanies Mei-
Yin until she gets caught by Nerva. She reaches the Overseer’s platform last and 
ascends. 

Sir Edmund Rockwell
Rockwell is a chemist and a London citizen from the 19th century. He passionately 
explores the ARK and creates all the known recipes for kibble, soups, and potions. 
He considers Helena as a colleague but also as a competitor. Ultimately, he joins 
Nerva in order to find out more about the ARK. He accesses the Overseer’s plat-
form with Nerva and tries to operate devices there (Ascension) which is, probably, 
successful.

Gaius Marcellus Nerva 
Nerva is a centurion from the Roman period between the 1st and 3rd century 
after Christ. He becomes the leader of a very aggressive tribe, “the Legion”. They 
occupy a lot of areas and he tries to solve the secret of the ARK because he 
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thinks this leads to incredible power. This causes him to come into conflict with 
Mei-Yin. Thanks to captive Helena, he opens the Tek Cave and loses all his men 
during a battle with the Overseer. Presumably, there’s a final battle with Mei-Yin, 
but you can‘t find out (yet) what happened to them.

Mei-Yin Li
Mei-Yin is a Chinese warrior from the three kingdom’s period (about 250 after 
Christ). She has tamed a lot of creatures in the ARK and serves as a mercenary. 
That’s why she has the name “Beast Queen“. On behalf of Helena, she conquers 
the giant ape boss to get the second key for the Tek Cave. However, all of her crea-
tures are killed by Nerva’s legion and she’s barely able to escape. Out of revenge, 
she follows Nerva into the Tek Cave and her fate remains, for now, uncertain.

Scorched Earth Explorer Notes
Helena Walker and Sir Edmund Rockwell reached “Scorched Earth ARK” through 
their ascension on “The Island”. There, you can find their new notes and dossiers. 
Rockwell discovered (among other things) the new resource “Element” there.
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Resource Overview

Large Metal deposits

Large Crystal deposits

Large Obsidian deposits

Silica Pearls on the surface

Oil rocks on land or easily accessible

Kairuku colonies (Organ. Polymer)

Oil can be found in the ocean all around the island and silica pearls at the bottom 
of the sea. 
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4.3 The Center

“The Center“ is a DLC map. You can download it on Steam for free. On Xbox and 
PS4, this map will only be unlocked after you‘ve defeated the boss of “The Island” 
and ascended accordingly. 

You can also do this quickly, however, with a cheat command on the map “The 
Island”:

Open your console and type in the following cheat:

cheat playercommand Ascend1

Ascend2 and Ascend3 unlock the next ascension. In case the cheat doesn‘t 
work, key in EnableCheats in the console beforehand.

 

Obelisks
Location Lat. Lon. Teleport

Red obelisk 8.2 57.4 cheat setplayerpos 36000 -209600 2000

Green obelisk 35.6 15.3 cheat setplayerpos -373200 42600 -14000

Blue obelisk 50.3 81.0 cheat setplayerpos 249600 193600 -8700
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 Dire bear
Basic Stats:
Health 400 Food 3000 Speed (Land) 190

Stamina 500 Weight 650 Speed (Water) 360

Oxygen 270 Melee Damage 50 Torpidity 1000

Habitat: Redwoods (and neighboring 
areas)

Type: Mammal

Damages: Thatch, Wood Diet: Carnivore

Behavior: Aggressive Names: –

Attack 1: Bite 

Attack 2: Swipe

Attack 3: Roar

Specifics: 
 Ð Because of its strong territorial behavior, you should avoid this creature unless you 

want to end up in a battle with it.
 Ð Can feed on Meat as well as Berries.
 Ð By leveling-up, it can become one of the fastest animals on land. 

Utility: 
 Ð Very fast and versatile mount.
 Ð Useful for collecting Fiber and Meat.
 Ð Due to its high movement speed and great melee damage, we recommend using it 

as a combat animal.

Drops Harvests Breeding
Raw Meat Raw Meat  Type Pregnancy

Hide Raw Prime Fish  Gestation 3h:58m

Pelt Fiber  Maturation 46h:18m

Hide, Berries 

Chitin 
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CHEAT: summon Direbear_Character_BP_C

Carryable by: Quetzal, Wyvern, Tusoteuthis
Egg Size: –

Useful Traps: Chain Bola, Large Bear Trap

Taming Method:
Knockout

Suitable Food for Taming: 
 Ð Superior Kibble
 Ð Giant Bee Honey
 Ð Raw Mutton
 Ð Cooked Lamb Chop
 Ð Raw Prime Fish
 Ð Cooked Prime Meat
 Ð Raw/Cooked Meat
 Ð Raw/Cooked Prime Fish Meat
 Ð Mejoberries
 Ð Berries
 Ð Raw Fish Meat/Cooked Fish Meat

Level 45

Engram Cost 24

Hide 300

Fiber 130

Cementing Paste 100

THE ISLAND SC. EARTH
ABERRATION EXTINCTION
GENESIS I RAGNAROK
THE CENTER VALGUERO
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Corrupted Master Controller

Type:  Master Controller AI of the Genesis simulation

Attack 1: Laser Stun

Attack 2:  -

Attack 3:  - 

Corrupted Avatars and Dinotars appear repeatedly for support.

Arena: System Root - C:\ - you’re at the core of the computer simulation. 

Portal: You can get teleported by HLN-A to the final arena after you’ve successfully 
completed a certain number of Genesis missions:

Gamma 62 completed missions

Beta 116 completed missions

Alpha 168 completed missions
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Only the player that opens the portal has to have completed the missions. 
Up to nine additional players (and 20 creatures in total) can follow you with-
out having played even one mission.

Tactic:
The Master Controller, whose head is extremely similar to Edmund Rockwell by 
the way, manifests in the form of a giant head on a central platform. He doesn’t 
start an attack on his own, but instead sends in his Avatars 
and Dinotars. Defeated Avatars leave behind so-called 
Code-Keys. Collect 80 of them and bring them to the 
console. Then, HLN-A appears and teleports you to 
the next platform. You have to survive three plat-
forms like this in total. 

Enemies - Platform 1:  
Avatars, Dinotars, Trikes, and Attack Drone

Additional enemies - Platform 2 and 3:  
Dinotars, Raptors, Rexes, and Giganotos

Additional enemies - Platform 4:  
Dinotar Reaper King

At gamma level difficulty, you have 15 
minutes for each platform.

On the fourth platform, you only have to 
submit 40 Code-Keys, but you can only 
carry 20 of them at once. Then, the Master 
Controller becomes vulnerable for a very short 
period of time and after he has lost 1/4 health, he 
regenerates his shield and you have to collect 40 
Code-Keys once again. Warning: at 50% damage, 
the Master Controller can’t be harmed by dinos 
or other creatures anymore; only by weapons. 

Occasionally, the Master Controller shoots pur-
ple, paralytic laser beams through his eyes. 
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17.1 Console Commands
ARK offers numerous console commands that allow the player to interact with 
the game in single-player mode. When playing on a multiplayer server, only the 
admin can use these commands.

The cheats have to be activated first. Open the console by pressing the TAB but-
ton and enter the following command:

enablecheats password

The password is only necessary on a multiplayer server.

Here‘s a small selection of commands which can make the game easier. On our 
website, you can find commands to summon every single creature and item un-
der the following links:

bildnerverlag.de/ark_creatures

bildnerverlag.de/ark_items

On our site, you can easily copy single commands with just a click. You can quickly 
put them into your ARK console by pressing CTRL + V.

Every cheat should start with the word cheat or admincheat, followed by the re-
spective command and its parameters.

Example: admincheat settimeofday 18:30 (red values can be changed).

Command Description

enablecheats password Enables entering cheat commands.

admincheat addexperience 1000 0 1
The player gets 1000 experience; if you‘re sitting on a dino, it gains 1000 experience 
instead.

admincheat destroyallenemies Destroys all creatures in the game.

admincheat DestroyMyTarget Destroys your target.

admincheat DestroyStructures Destroys all structures in the game.

admincheat DestroyWildDinos Destroys all wild creatures in the game.

admincheat Kill Kills your target.

admincheat SpawnDino Dino path 500 0 0 60
Summons a level 60 dino (change number). All spawn commands for copy and 
paste can be found under: bildnerverlag.de/ark_creatures

admincheat ForceTame The targeted dino is tamed and can be mounted without any saddle.

admincheat DoTame Tames the targeted dino as usual.
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Command Description

admincheat EnemyInvisible true All creatures ignore you.

admincheat Fly You can fly.

admincheat Walk You can walk normally again (disable fly and ghost).

admincheat ghost You can walk through walls and structures.

admincheat giveEngrams The player learns all Engrams.

admincheat giveitem path amount 0 0

The player gets the object in the corresponding amount. All objects regarding this 
cheat can be found under: 

bildnerverlag.de/ark_items

admincheat giveresources You receive 50 units of each resource.

admincheat GiveToMe The targeted structure or tamed dino belongs to you now.

admincheat God
Turns God mode on or off. The player doesn‘t suffer damage anymore but can still 
die of starvation or thirst.

admincheat ListPlayers Shows every player on the server.

admincheat saveworld The world is saved immediately (warning: lag).

admincheat settimeofday 08:30 Sets the time in-game as defined (00:00 - 12:00)

admincheat slomo 5 Makes the time go by 5x faster. 1= default speed

admincheat Suicide The player commits suicide.

admincheat teleport X Y Z
Teleports you to the coordinates X Y Z : 
X = (long-50)x8    Y=(lat-50)x8    Z= height (460= volcano height; -145= sea level)

admincheat TeleportPlayerIDToMe game ID Teleports the player to you; use his test subject no. in the game.

admincheat  TeleportToPlayer game ID Teleports you to the indicated player.

admincheat ToggleInfiniteAmmo Turns infinite ammo on or off.

admincheat ShowMyAdminManager Shows the admin menu.

admincheat summontamed Dino path Summons the indicated dino (already tamed).

After activating enablecheats in single-player mode, you can enter com-
mands without the prefix cheat or admincheat.
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